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Abstract

Continuous improvement of machine learning technology has provided more
support for intrusion security detection in the industrial Internet of Things
(IoT). The intrusion security detection system based on LightGBM feature
algorithm and multi-layer perception network fusion provides more options
for improving security detection, further enhancing the effectiveness of
industrial IoT intrusion security detection. By comparing the applications
of different models in the security detection process, the model constructed
based on the LightGBM feature algorithm can achieve higher accuracy and
precision in industrial IoT intrusion security detection, as well as higher
F1-score and AUC values; A more reasonable detection time also lays the
foundation for improving the overall efficiency of industrial IoT intrusion
security detection. Therefore, in the field of industrial IoT intrusion security
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detection, the detection model constructed in this article can provide more
support for further improvement and improvement of IoT intrusion security
detection performance.

Keywords: LightGBM, multi-layer perception network, industrial IoT,
intrusion detection, feature selection.

1 Introduction

The rapid development of machine learning has brought earth shattering
changes to people’s lifestyles, but it has also brought increasingly serious
network security issues. The highly transparent internet has made the mani-
festations of network security threats more complex [1, 2]. At the same time,
computer network security protection is becoming increasingly important,
and the confrontation between network intrusion and defence, infiltration
and reverse osmosis will continue to escalate. This has also led to the rapid
development of IoT technology, which has laid an important foundation for
technological progress and continuous innovation. At the same time, the IoT
industry has become one of the important protection areas for data security,
gradually forming a network attack and defence situation regarding IoT
security. Especially in the field of industrial IoT, relevant industrial IoT data is
the core link that needs to be focused on storage and protection, and achieving
intrusion security detection in industrial IoT has become a content that must
be faced and valued in this field [3]. Therefore, in the industrial IoT, security
intrusion has become a unique manifestation in the modern network security
system. It can not only disrupt and penetrate the commercial network of the
industrial IoT, but also attack and penetrate enemy government, civilian, and
educational IoT network systems, posing a serious threat to the industrial IoT
security system.

In the field of the Industrial IoT, network intrusion behaviour is a
behaviour aimed at obtaining or controlling relevant data of the Industrial IoT,
thereby attempting to damage or disrupt the integrity, availability, and con-
fidentiality of computer data in the Industrial IoT [4, 5]. The main methods
used in the process of intrusion security detection in the industrial Internet
of Things are to check and analyse the data collected from samples, based
on relevant analysis results, and detect whether it is an intrusion behaviour
through data characteristics and behaviour types, in order to discover whether
the industrial Internet of Things system is being invaded and violating
security policies, targeting different types of security intrusions, Targeted
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implementation of subsequent protection strategies, also known as the Indus-
trial Internet of Things intrusion security detection mechanism. Intrusion
security detection technology is a commonly used technology that can greatly
ensure the security and integrity of industrial IoT system data. Combined with
the IoT network intrusion security detection mechanism, it generates alarm
data and quickly presents data behaviour to security technicians to avoid
damage and loss [6, 7].

In the field of industrial IoT intrusion security detection, Industrial
Control System (ICS) is a comprehensive concept of industrial production
control systems, mainly including SCADA systems, DCS systems, and other
common small control systems. ICS has become the core of critical infras-
tructure, and its security is related to national security and social stability,
making it an important component of national security strategies [8, 9].
Industrial Control Network (ICN), as the core component of ICS, usually
uses controllers, sensors, and measurement and control instruments with
network communication capabilities as network nodes, and uses industrial
Ethernet or fieldbus as communication media to complete the measurement
and control functions of industrial data through digital, open, and multi node
communication methods [10].

At present, the continuous progress and updates of industrial IoT tech-
nology have greatly improved the efficiency, but the security issues faced
by industrial control networks are also becoming increasingly prominent.
It is even more important to conduct in-depth analysis and research on
them [11]. Therefore, this article focuses on the problems faced by network
security detection in the field of industrial Internet of Things. Through the
application of multi-layer perception networks, a industrial Internet of Things
intrusion security detection system based on LightGBM feature algorithm
and multi-layer perception networks is proposed. This system combines
the LightGBM algorithm and integrates multi-layer perception networks to
construct an industrial IoT intrusion security detection system with higher
detection efficiency. As a major security defines measure for the industrial
IoT, this system can quickly collect and analyse relevant data on network
security behaviour, and use known models to determine the harm of intrusion
behaviour in the industrial IoT. At the same time, relevant alarm signals are
fed back before the intrusion occurs, and relevant defines measures are taken
to respond. Advanced industrial IoT intrusion detection systems can largely
compensate for the shortcomings of security mechanisms themselves, and
their impact on ensuring the safe operation of the industrial IoT is even more
crucial.
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2 LightGBM Feature Algorithm Fusion with Multi-layer
Perceptual Network Theory

2.1 LightGBM Feature Algorithm Theory

In neural network algorithms, LightGBM is an ensemble learning algorithm
based on GBDT, which is a variant of GBDT algorithm and follows the basic
framework of GBDT. GBDT uses CART regression tree as the base learner.
Therefore, before introducing the LightGBM algorithm, analyse the CART
regression tree [12, 13].

For the CART regression tree, assuming that the input space has been
divided into N units R1, R2, RN , as well as the fixed output value cn on each
corresponding partition unit, can obtain the predicted output of the model
[14]. The CART regression tree model can be described using formula (1):

f(x) =

N∑
n=1

cnI I =

{
1, x ∈ Rm

0, x /∈ Rm
(1)

After the partition of the input space is determined, square error is used to
evaluate the error of the training data. Therefore, a binary tree is constructed
to minimize square error as a criterion [15, 16]. Since the output of each unit
is a fixed value, the average value of that unit is used as the optimal result, as
shown in formula (2):

cn = avg(yi|xi ∈ Rn) (2)

In order to find the optimal segmentation variable j and segmentation point s,
traverse all variables j and scan all segmentation points for each segmentation
variable j to find the optimal segmentation point s. Construct a (j, s) and
then find the optimal (j, s) among the entire (j, s) [17, 18]. According to
the principle of minimizing square error, the optimal (j, s) can be obtained by
using the minimum loss function formula (3).

minj,s = minc1
∑

x∈R1(j,s)

(yi − c1)
2 +min

c2

∑
x∈R2(j,s)

(yi − c2)
2 (3)

Among them, c1 and c2 are the average output values within the R1 and
R2 intervals, respectively.

In this process, assuming that based on the previous iteration, ft−1(x)
is the obtained strong learner, where L[y, ft−1(x)] is defined as the loss
function, then finding a suitable weak learner ht(x) for the CART regression
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tree model becomes an important step and goal of this iteration. Among them,
the loss function obtained for this round is shown in formula (4):

L[y, ft(x)] = L[y, ft−1(x)]− ht(x) (4)

Based on the requirement of fitting a CART regression tree, the negative
gradient of the loss function can be used to fit the approximate value of the
current round of losses. Therefore, formula (5) provides the loss function for
the i-th sample in the t-th round:

rti = −∂L[yi, f(xi)]

∂f(xi)
f(x) = ft(x) (5)

Based on the Taylor expansion, the loss residual of the model is approx-
imated and a regularization term is added to the loss function. At this point,
the residual of the model can be analyzed using formula (6):

Obt t =
n∑

i=1

L[(y, ŷt−1) + ft(x) + Ω(ft) + C] (6)

Among them, L represents the loss value obtained based on the true
and predicted values when establishing the t-th tree, and Ω represents its
corresponding regularization term. Select the regularization term given in
formula (7) based on LightGBM:

Ω(ft) = γT +
1

2
λ∥w∥2 (7)

2.2 Multi-layer Perception Network Model

Multi-layer perceptual networks, also known as multi-layer perceptual neural
networks, are traditional supervised learning methods that simulate human
neurons in the field of artificial intelligence. This method can effectively
handle the problem of multi classification. During the processing, nonlinear
functions are learned to infinitely approximate the actual mapping relation-
ship between the input feature space X and the output label vector Y [19, 20].
The input layer, hidden layer, and output layer are the three important stages
of partitioning on the multi-layer perception network structure. As shown in
Figure 1, the basic structure of a multi-layer perception network model is pre-
sented. The application of multi-layer perception networks in the industrial
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Figure 1 Schematic diagram of multi-layer perception network structure.

IoT can further promote the improvement and improvement of intrusion
security detection system performance in this field, thereby providing more
guarantee measures for achieving the security of industrial IoT data.

In the design process of an industrial IoT intrusion security detection
system, a multi-layer perception network accumulates the effect of linear
partitioning of feature attributes by each neuron, ultimately achieving non-
linear abstraction of initial feature attributes, thereby enabling better linear
segmentation of abstracted features [21, 22]. Considering the complexity of
the model and the overfitting phenomenon caused by excessive learning,
when using a multi-layer perception mechanism to create a classification
model, the number of hidden layers and neurons is not necessarily better.
Hiding layers and neurons too deep will exponentially increase the overall
parameters of the model, greatly increasing the complexity of the model, but
the classification effect of the model will not be significantly improved, and
it can easily lead to excessive learning of multiple training data in the model,
greatly reducing its generalization ability [23].

3 Construction of Intrusion Security Detection System
Model for Industrial IoT

3.1 Application of LightGBM Feature Algorithm Fusion with
Multilayer Perception Networks in Industrial IoT

In the industrial IoT, industrial control networks mostly have obvious struc-
tural systems, from bottom to top are the on-site control layer network,
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Figure 2 Typical industrial IoT security control network structure.

process control layer network/data acquisition and monitoring layer, and
enterprise management layer. As shown in Figure 2, a typical industrial IoT
security control network structure is presented [24].

In the on-site control layer network, distributed control systems (DCS)
or programmable logic controllers (PLC) are used to achieve data sampling,
instruction execution, and logic control operations for on-site devices. As
the medium for the lowest level data interaction, the on-site control layer
network not only needs to complete data interaction between on-site devices
and achieve various collection and control tasks, but also completes data
communication with the upper layer network [25].

The process control layer network is the core of ICS, and users can
monitor and control the entire production process of ICS in real-time through
the human-computer interaction interface. Operators collect operational data
of on-site equipment through the data collection and monitoring network
and report it, with high reliability. The enterprise management network is
at the top level of the entire structural system, most of which are directly
connected to the external internet, using TCP/IP technology and Ethernet for
communication. Enterprise managers use monitoring network data to provide
information services, decision support, scheduling execution, and production
management for administrators, thereby completing some business-related
activities.
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In the field of industrial Internet of Things, the functionality of industrial
control networks is divided into layers, and data transmission and exchange
between layers are carried out according to agreed communication protocols,
thereby achieving hierarchical management of ICS. Although the hierarchical
network structure design makes the management of ICS more convenient
and efficient, the overall security of the network has been threatened to a
certain extent. Moreover, due to the different control tasks completed by
each network layer, the requirements for security protection intensity vary
greatly, so this hierarchical network structure even increases the cost of
overall network security protection [26, 27].

The system characteristics of the Industrial IoT determine that intrusion
detection requires high accuracy and real-time performance. Existing intru-
sion detection methods cannot find a good balance between the two, resulting
in either poor real-time performance or low accuracy [28]. Therefore, com-
bining the multi-layer perception network algorithm in machine learning, an
industrial IoT intrusion security detection system based on LightGBM feature
algorithm and multi-layer perception network was studied. LightGBM is
a new integrated learning model with fast speed, high accuracy, and good
performance in processing high-dimensional and large sample data, making
it very suitable for industrial environment application scenarios. Building
an industrial IoT intrusion detection model based on LightGBM can further
improve and enhance its detection performance on traditional industrial IoT
intrusion security detection systems, achieve early judgment and prediction
of intrusion threats, and provide more guarantees for data security of the
industrial IoT.

3.2 Construction of an Industrial IoT Intrusion Security
Detection Model Based on LightGBM Feature Algorithm and
Fusion of Multilayer Perception Networks

3.2.1 Intrusion security detection model framework for
industrial IoT

In the design of industrial IoT intrusion security detection systems, the
LightGBM algorithm abandons the decision tree growth strategy of Level
wise used by most GBDT algorithms, and uses the Leaf wise algorithm with
depth constraints. Compared with Level wise, the Leaf wise algorithm has
better accuracy under the same number of splits, while ensuring efficiency
and anti-fitting under the maximum depth limit. For this algorithm, assuming
a given training dataset D = {(x1, y1), . . . , (xN , yN )}, the lifting tree model
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can represent an additive model with a decision tree as the basic learner, as
shown in formula (8):

F (x) =

T∑
t=1

αtft(x) (8)

During the model learning process, the following regularization strategy
can be used to alleviate overfitting, as shown in formula (9):

Ft(x) = Ft−1(x)− vft(x) (9)

Among them, 0 < v ≤ 1 is the learning rate used to update the model.
The smaller the learning rate, the more regression trees need to be generated,
resulting in higher accuracy. However, it also increases the training time, so
it can be controlled γ, λ, ν parameters are used to construct a fast and high-
precision LightGBM model.

The current typical industrial IoT network security architecture is becom-
ing mature and widely used, and its stability and reliability have been verified.
This architecture with typical characteristics such as openness and layering
make system vulnerabilities vulnerable to exploitation by criminals, viruses,
etc., posing a great threat to network security [29]. Moreover, this layered
structure design ignores the protection of data transmission and information
flow between layers, allowing attackers to attack different layers from differ-
ent channels, thereby increasing the possibility of security threats to related
links in the industrial Internet of Things field.

The industrial IoT intrusion security detection system based on Light-
GBM feature algorithm and multi-layer perception network fusion adopts a
machine learning intrusion detection model that relies on existing datasets to
train the model. Then, the trained model can be used to analyse network traffic
and provide early warning for network attack behaviour. In the detection
stage, network data packets are captured using network packet capturing
tools, and relevant data features are extracted based on the input requirements
of the intrusion detection model. They are input into the trained intrusion
detection model, which returns the judgment result of the data packet and
provides an alarm signal, so that operators can take timely measures to reduce
losses. Optimizing the training set can retrain the model by independently
collecting new data; During the model design process, a timed automatic
retraining function can also be added to continuously adapt to new scenarios,
and the traffic results detected by the host can be written into the training
set for model updates [30]. As shown in Figure 3, the basic structure of the
industrial IoT security control network is presented.
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Figure 3 Machine learning based intrusion security detection for industrial IoT.

3.2.2 Construction and training of intrusion security detection
model for industrial IoT

In the LightGBM algorithm, the lifting tree model uses a decision tree as the
base learner and an additive model, which is a forward distribution algorithm.
Initialize the first lifting tree as f0(x) = 0 and gradually accumulate it
through the addition model. The formula for step n is shown in (10):

fn(x) = fn−1(x) + T (x′, θn) (10)

To determine the parameters of the next tree θn. Minimize the empirical
risk value using formula (11):

θn = argmin
θm

n∑
i=1

L[yi, fm−1(xi)] + T (x′i, θm) (11)

Based on the above analysis, it can be seen that the LightGBM algorithm
is an improved form of the GBDT algorithm, which uses discrete numerical
outputs to solve classification problems. When the results are output as sam-
ple categories, there are certain shortcomings in the process of fitting errors.
There are two methods to solve this problem: firstly, using the difference
between predicted and true probability values to fit the loss; The second
is to use an exponential loss function to fit the error. The following is an
introduction to multi classification GBDT using logarithmic likelihood loss
function.
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Assuming the classification category K(K > 2), the logarithmic
likelihood loss function is shown in formula (12):

L[y, f(x)] = −
K∑
k=1

logpk(x) (12)

The probability pk(x) expression for the k-th category of sample output
is shown in formula (13):

pk(x) =
ef(x)∑K
i=1 e

f(x)
(13)

According to Equations (12) and (13), the negative gradient error cor-
responding to the i-th sample in category l after the t-th iteration can be
calculated as shown in formula (14). Among them, the error is the difference
between the true probability of sample i in the corresponding category l and
the predicted probability of t− 1 round.

r = −
[
∂L[yi, f(xi)]

∂f(xi)

]
fk(x)=fl,t−1(x)

= yi,l − pl,t−1(xi) (14)

The LightGBM algorithm belongs to the boosting framework, so the
overall idea of the LightGBM algorithm meets the overall idea of the boosting
framework. Based on the core improvement steps of LightGBM algorithm for
GBDT, the overall idea of LightGBM algorithm is summarized.

3.2.3 Basic process of industrial IoT intrusion security detection
model

In the industrial IoT intrusion security detection system based on LightGBM
feature algorithm and multi-layer perception network, the main components
of the intrusion security detection process for the IoT include input dataset,
data preprocessing, feature engineering, and model training and accuracy
comparison [31]. As shown in Figure 4, the basic process of an industrial
IoT intrusion security detection system based on the LightGBM model is
presented.

(1) Input dataset: Construct a network intrusion detection system framework
based on the LightGBM model according to the intrusion detection sys-
tem framework. The input dataset includes KDD CUP 99, NSL-KDD, and
UNSW-NB15 network intrusion detection datasets, which are divided into
training and testing sets for subsequent experiments.
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Figure 4 Network intrusion detection system based on LightGBM model.

(2) Data preprocessing: For the input training set data, it is first necessary to
supplement relevant missing values for the records in the network connection
records, clarify duplicate data, and standardize processing. At the same
time, the main task in the detection process is to perform dimensionless
data processing on the detected connection records. Due to the different
measurement methods and units used for continuous attributes, there are
significant differences in the values of different continuous attributes. In order
to avoid deviations when measuring anisotropy, this type of attribute has been
standardized, which means that the attribute values can be mapped to the
standard value space using the Z-score method. The transformation process
is shown in formula (15):

yj =
(xj − wj)

sij
(15)

Where, xj is the nth attribute of the sample data, wj is the average value
of the n-th attribute of the sample data, and sij is the standard deviation of
the n-th attribute of the sample data.

(3) Feature engineering: Machine learning models can only handle numbers,
and numerical variables are variables that can take any value within a finite or
infinite interval. They can be naturally represented by numbers, so they can
be directly used in the model. However, the original category variable usually
exists in the form of a string, so it needs to be transformed before being passed
into the model, that is, feature encoding. Common feature encoding methods
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include label encoder label encoding, onhotencode unique hot encoding, label
binarize binary encoding, histogram encoding, and count encoding.

(4) Comparison of training and accuracy of each model: After data prepro-
cessing and feature encoding, the system uses the naive Bayesian NB model,
support vector machine SVM model, and ensemble learning LightGBM
model to learn and train the training data, and compares the accuracy of each
model through experiments to determine the advantages and disadvantages
of different machine learning models.

4 Model Experiment and Result Analysis

4.1 Model Evaluation Indicators

The security elements in network security situational awareness have the
problem of uneven data distribution. Therefore, in the industrial IoT intrusion
security detection system based on LightGBM feature algorithm and multi-
layer perception network fusion, in order to accurately reflect the true effect of
the constructed model, appropriate evaluation indicators should be selected.
The confusion matrix is often used to evaluate the effective indicators of
network security models, as shown in Table 1, providing commonly used
evaluation effective indicators.

In the industrial IoT intrusion security detection system constructed in
this article, in order to evaluate the evaluation effect of the model accurately
and effectively in real environments, the following indicators are introduced
to evaluate the effectiveness of the model. Precision represents the ratio of
correctly detected negative samples to the true negative samples, and the
calculation process is shown in formula (16):

P =

∑N
i=1TP i∑N

i=1(TP i + FP)
(16)

Recall Rate represents the proportion of correctly detected negative
samples to all negative samples, and the calculation process is shown in

Table 1 Confusion matrix
Forecast Category

True Category Positive Negative
Positive True Positive False Positive
Negative False Negative True Negative
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formula (17):

R =

∑N
i=1 TPi∑N

i=1(TP i + FN i)
(17)

Accuracy represents the proportion of correctly detected negative and
positive samples to the total number, as shown in formula (18):

A =

∑N
i=1(TP i + TN i)∑N

i=1(TP i + FN i + TN i + FP i)
(18)

In addition, F1-score is the harmonic mean of accuracy and recall,
commonly used to comprehensively evaluate the accuracy of classification
models. The specific calculation process is given by formula (19):

F1-score =
2P ×R

P +R
(19)

4.2 Feature Extraction

Considering the differences in the features required to identify different
categories, the LightGBM algorithm has the function of balancing data dis-
tribution and extracting features. This article uses the LightGBM algorithm
to learn and analyze different categories, and combines the importance of the
obtained features in different categories to extract more important features
in different categories based on this. In this process, first set the label of a
certain attack category in the dataset to 0, and set the remaining labels to 1;
Next, input the data into LightGBM for training, and the GOSS algorithm
enables the sample data of each category to be learned more reasonably and
fairly; Then, the EFB algorithm calculates the importance of each feature to
generate a decision tree, obtaining a feature subset Hi. Finally, all feature
subsets Hi are merged into a training set H that includes important feature
training for all categories, as shown in formula (20):

H =

n∑
i=1

Hi (20)

Apply the LightGBM algorithm to different datasets to obtain the impor-
tance of different categories of features. Filter feature importance for each
category in three datasets, setting an importance threshold of 0.1. If the
threshold is greater than the threshold, it is considered that the feature
contains valid information, and if it is less than the threshold, it is considered
invalid.
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4.3 Model Test Results

In the industrial IoT intrusion security detection system based on LightGBM
feature algorithm and multi-layer perception network fusion, in order to
analyse the differences in the relevant evaluation parameters of the model, the
model is trained and tested. The dataset is divided into a stratified sampling
ratio of 8:2, with 80% of the data as the training set and 20% as the testing set.

Considering that different features in the industrial control network traffic
dataset used in this article may use different measurement units, in order to
avoid the problem of features with smaller value ranges being drowned by
features with larger values during the training process and becoming invalid
features. In order to explore the potential information of the data as much as
possible, it is necessary to normalize the samples during the preprocessing
stage. This article uses Z-score to normalize the data.

Accuracy and precision can reflect the effectiveness of different models.
This article analyses the changes in accuracy and precision of different
models in industrial IoT intrusion security detection based on Decision Tree,
Random Forest, XBoot, kNN, SVM, and the LightGBM algorithm model
constructed in this article. As shown in Figure 5, the differences between
different models are presented. As shown in the figure, the model constructed
in this article based on the LightGBM algorithm has the highest accuracy
and 96.2% and 97.4%, respectively. Its accuracy is about 5.6% higher than
the Decision Tree algorithm (90.6%) with the lowest value; The accuracy is
about 4.2% higher than the lowest value of the kNN algorithm (93.2%).

For the Recall Rate and F1-score of the model, it can also reflect the
performance differences between different models, and there are also certain
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Figure 5 Comparative analysis of accuracy and precision of different models.
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Figure 6 Comparative analysis of recall rates and F1-score of different models.

differences between models. As shown in Figure 6, the Recall Rate and
F1-score between the six different models mentioned above are presented.
As shown in the figure, the LightGBM algorithm-based model constructed in
this article can achieve greater advantages in the intrusion security detection
process of the industrial IoT. Among them, the Recall Rate of this model is
about 95.6%, and the F1-score is about 96.5%, which has a higher Recall
Rate and F1-score compared to other models. Therefore, from the above two
evaluation indicators, the model constructed in this article has more obvious
security detection advantages in industrial IoT intrusion security.

In addition, the detection time of different models was selected for
comparative analysis with the model constructed in this article. As shown
in Figure 7, a comparison of intrusion security detection time for industrial
IoT is presented. Among them, the intrusion security detection time based on
the LightGBM algorithm model constructed in this article is 1.01 s, which is
about 0.78 s longer than the detection time of Decision Tree (which is 0.23 s).
Although the detection time of this model is relatively lagging, its overall
detection efficiency can meet the real-time requirements of security detection
and achieve more efficient detection performance. Therefore, considering the
real-time and accuracy indicators of the model, the method proposed in this
article can be effectively applied to the detection and analysis of industrial
IoT intrusion security.

In order to further compare the performance changes of different mod-
els in the industrial IoT intrusion security detection process, as shown in
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Figure 8, the ROC curves and AUC values of each model were compared.
From the figure, the ROC curve of the industrial IoT intrusion security detec-
tion model based on the LightGBM algorithm shows that it has relatively
better predictive performance; At the same time, the highest AUC value of the
model is 0.98, followed by SVM with an AUC value of approximately 0.93,
and the smallest is Decision Tree with an AUC value of approximately 0.80.

5 Conclusions

The progress of machine learning technology has promoted the continuous
improvement and progress of industrial IoT technology, laying a technical
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foundation for the analysis of intrusion security detection in industrial IoT.
The construction of an industrial IoT intrusion security detection system
based on LightGBM feature fusion multi-layer perception network pro-
vides more effective detection measures for security detection in this field.
The application of this model can further improve the accuracy, F1-score
value, and other basic performance parameters of industrial IoT intrusion
security detection, while also obtaining more reasonable detection time and
AUC performance. Based on this, the main conclusions obtained are as
follows:

(1) Combining the LightGBM feature algorithm, the constructed industrial
IoT intrusion security detection system can achieve better overall per-
formance compared to other models, achieving further improvement in
predictive performance. Based on the application of this model in indus-
trial IoT security detection, its accuracy is 96.2%, which is 5.7% higher
than the decision tree model with the lowest value of 90.5%; At the
same time, the accuracy of the model in intrusion security prediction
reached 97.3%.

(2) In terms of Recall Rate, F1-score value, and AUC performance indica-
tors, this model has higher comprehensive detection efficiency in the
industrial IoT intrusion security detection process. Among them, the
Recall Rate of this model is 95.6%, and the F1-score is about 96.5%,
which has significant advantages compared to other models. At the same
time, its AUC value is about 0.98, which shows a significant improve-
ment compared to other models and demonstrates a more advantageous
comprehensive detection performance, thereby providing support for the
comprehensive analysis of industrial IoT intrusion security detection.
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